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INTRODUCING FOX
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Fox Harley-Davidson is a Canadian Harley dealership
located in Owen Sound near Collingwood, Ontario.
They chose to come on board with Convertus in
January 2018 with the overarching goal of taking
their online marketing strategy to the next level. The
Convertus team has helped Fox Harley-Davidson
champion its online marketing efforts through a
robust social media marketing strategy, resulting
in a significant boost in website traffic and lead
generation, which ultimately drives sales.

THE PROBLEM
Digital marketing in the motorcycle space can
be tumultuous at times. It’s a tough industry to
operate in, especially when it comes to building an
effective digital presence. Dealerships face countless
advertising challenges spanning from restrictions and
regulations to high competition and crowded markets.
Many dealerships are required to follow rigid brand
guidelines set by the OEM, which may not always
allow for the most effective marketing campaigns. It
can be difficult for dealerships to stand out in their
market and differentiate their store while ensuring
compliance with an OEM’s rules.

“We’ve been working with the
Convertus team for a year and continue
to see positive growth at the dealership.”
Will Lewis-Vincent

Convertus works together with OEMs like Harley-

General Manager of Fox Harley-Davidson

Davidson to ensure that all marketing efforts align

Fox Harley-Davidson wanted to ensure that their

with its high branding standards while setting Fox

messages reached the right audiences through the

Harley-Davidson above the competition.

most influential channels while continuing to uphold
the integrity of the Harley-Davidson brand.

When Fox Harley-Davidson first approached
Convertus, they were not actively taking advantage

With all of this in mind, the Convertus team designed

of online marketing opportunities and struggling to

a strategy that would deliver maximum returns while

modernize their digital strategy. With minimal foot

remaining within budget. To reach their goals, Fox

traffic, their rural dealership is a destination location

Harley-Davidson collaborated with Convertus to build

and needed to reach motorcycle shoppers in nearby

a customized, enhanced Paid Social strategy. With

townships via creative marketing efforts. They needed

this new strategy in place, Convertus has been able

help developing a customized digital strategy that

to provide Fox Harley-Davidson with much stronger

would reach relevant audiences, drive website traffic,

insight and clarity into their marketing data while

generate leads and move new and used inventory off

increasing awareness, leads, dealership traffic and

the lot.

ultimately motorcycle sales.

THE SOLUTION:

A CUSTOMIZED PAID SOCIAL STRATEGY
Motorcycle shoppers spend time on Facebook

team developed a comprehensive social media

throughout all stages of their buying journey and

advertising strategy that would elevate the dealership

often rely on the platform during major decision-

both online and offline.

making moments. Facebook is where the customers
are and the potential to drive qualified traffic to your

Using inventory carousel ads, instant experience ads

website (and then to your dealership) is boundless.

and powerful remarketing tactics, Convertus built a
winning framework that would become the standard

After speaking with Fox Harley-Davidson to get a

for Fox Harley-Davidson’s campaigns moving forward.

better sense of their marketing goals, the Convertus

“Their campaigns have helped us consistently generate more
leads and take advantage of previously untapped platforms.”
Will Lewis-Vincent

General Manager of Fox Harley-Davidson

MOVING MERCHANDISE
WITH INVENTORY FUNNEL
CAMPAIGNS
Part of what keeps customers returning to Fox
Harley-Davidson is their diverse selection of new and
used motorcycles and Harley-Davidson riding gear.
The dealership’s objective of showcasing and moving
used inventory as well as increasing awareness of
riding gear meant that these areas would be a key
focus in Fox Harley-Davidson’s advertising strategy.
The Paid Social team built out a series of Inventory
Funnel Campaigns aimed at driving website traffic
and generating leads, which proved incredibly
effective.

of traffic-driving campaigns and lead generation
campaigns (using a built-in lead capture form). To

After defining the ideal audience and implementing

generate leads, our team used remarketing lists to

a laser-targeting approach, our team set up and

target customers who had previously visited Fox

launched Inventory Funnel campaigns—continuously

Harley-Davidson’s website or engaged with their

optimizing thereafter. With these well-defined

Facebook ads, ensuring that these ads were showing

audiences and specific targeting techniques, Fox

up for interested audiences.

Harley-Davidson’s ads were able to show up for the
audiences that matter the most while reducing the

With a fool-proof combination of traffic-driving,

dealership’s average cost per action.

lead generation, and remarketing lists, Fox HarleyDavidson’s Paid Social strategy acts as an inventory

Focusing on used inventory, our Paid Social team

funnel—guiding engaged motorcycle shoppers

engineered a perfectly balanced strategy comprised

through their journey from awareness to purchase.

THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING
At Convertus, we use a number of key metrics to

Facebook carousel ads. A campaign aimed at driving

evaluate the ongoing success of any particular Paid

traffic to the website ran in tandem with a lead

Social campaign: Impressions, Reach, Clicks, Cost

generation campaign and garnered incredible results.

Per Landing Page View, Number of Leads, Cost Per
Lead, and Qualified VDP views. These metrics help us

The traffic-driving campaign shown below drove 841

determine if our Facebook ads are reaching engaged

customers to a landing page on Fox Harley-Davidson’s

audiences and driving high-quality traffic to the

website, with a cost per landing page view of only

website.

$0.24. These motorcycle shoppers who indicated an
interest in Fox Harley-Davidson’s inventory were then

The data below is drawn from a one-month Inventory

retargeted with lead generation ads.

Funnel campaign for Fox Harley-Davidson using

TRAFFIC CAMPAIGN—SEPTEMBER 2018
REACH

TOTAL CLICKS

LANDING PAGE
VIEWS

COST PER LP
VIEW

QUALIFIED
VDP VIEWS

8,914

985

841

$0.24

514

LEAD GENERATION—SEPTEMBER 2018
REACH

TOTAL CLICKS

NUMBER OF
LEADS

COST PER
LEAD

2,751

541

23

$9.09

Through the particular lead generation campaign

social media channels to determine the best fit for

shown above, Fox Harley-Davidson earned 23

your dealership.

qualified leads at a cost-per-lead of less than $10.00!
The two campaigns combined reached nearly 12,000

With just a few clicks, we can display compelling ads

potential customers and gained over 1,500 clicks—all

across Facebook newsfeeds, Instagram feeds, Instant

within a one-month span.

Articles and Facebook Messenger—an infallible way
to optimize your paid social strategy and ensure that

Beyond the traditional newsfeed placements for

your ads are seen by the right audiences in the right

Facebook ads, our Paid Social team strategically

moments.

experiments with various other ad placements across

“The Convertus team is always
on hand whenever we need
them, and operates with high
levels of professionalism and
integrity.”
Will Lewis-Vincent

General Manager of Fox Harley-Davidson

IMMERSIVE CAMPAIGNS WITH
INSTANT EXPERIENCE ADS
Beyond Fox Harley-Davidson’s success with Inventory
Funnel Campaigns, they’ve also experienced excellent
results with Instant Experience Ads. With Facebook’s
mobile-only Instant Experience Ads, customers
are able to click into the ad, triggering a full-screen
interactive experience.
The results below are drawn from an Instant
Experience ad that ran for one month. Fox HarleyDavidson saw immense success with their ad
showing up in over 60,000 feeds, receiving 631 clicks
and an average ad view time of 33.5 seconds—3.5
seconds longer than the average view time for these
types of ads.

At Convertus, we believe that social media advertising
holds enormous power. Our approach to Paid Social

Overall, a robust social media strategy helped Fox

is simple. We use laser-targeting techniques to target

Harley-Davidson reach online motorcycle shoppers

the exact audiences that matter the most at each

in critical moments, drive quality traffic to their

level of the motorcycle shoppers’ journey. Precise

website and increase their overall lead generation.

targeting paired with tactful retargeting makes for

Strategically targeting nearby regions, these

a wildly effective campaign—delivering maximum

campaigns reached thousands of potential customers

results within a given budget. We believe in the value

and solidified Fox Harley-Davidson in the minds of

of consistently providing compelling content on social

interested audiences.

media and it shows.

INSTANT EXPERIENCE—SEPTEMBER 2018
TOTAL CLICKS

631

LANDING PAGE
VIEWS

327

COST PER LP
VIEW

$0.24

QUALIFIED
VDP VIEWS

163

AVERAGE
VIEW TIME

33.5
seconds

CONCLUSION
Advertising online in the motorcycle industry is not

Social strategy in place that consistently generates

without challenges. With an increasingly competitive

new leads month after month.

market, co-op programs, various digital channels
to actively communicate through and countless

Our focus on quality over quantity drives everything

regulations to navigate, it’s tricky to know where

that we do. It isn’t simply about how many

to begin and how to evaluate your dealership’s

impressions or clicks an ad campaign generates, but

performance.

also the quality of that traffic. By staying ahead of
the ever-evolving social media marketing trends,

When we first met Fox Harley-Davidson, they

following Facebook’s best practices, and constantly

were looking to build a digital strategy that would

evaluating/improving our own services, we create

help them to share their messages with valuable

unique client experiences that perfectly fit their

audiences, increase awareness, drive website traffic

needs, but more importantly, the needs of their

and move inventory. Convertus has been able to help

customers. With the help of Convertus, our friends

Fox Harley-Davidson develop a customized social

at Fox Harley-Davidson are now able to dominate

media strategy that reaches the right customers

in their social media marketing efforts and continue

at the right moments while delivering optimal

delivering on the quality and integrity of the brand

performance results. Now, they have a solid Paid

they represent.
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